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Today nine nonths after the foraation of Huhudi Civic .\csocit.».on(Buca), we 
meet to assess our strength,count our achievements,review cur methods and 
adopt nes strategies to advance our cause i .e . ;a  struggle for a peaceful 
and stable Huhudi community.To make this more real we neeu to broaden our 
knowledge on issues facing us.Sfe need to know strategies used by forces 
acainst wham we are contending.Our programme should be more *ction-orien= 
tated than reactionary.More action and less reaction should be our guidi = 
nr principle.We must be pace-setters in  our cause.The opposite forces sh= 
ould not dictate a programme to us as this will result in  them shifting 
our focus from our envisaged goal.VJe agree that we must ta*e aovantage of 
methods available to us,but we must also on the other hand weigh the long 
term effects of the methods given at a time.

^From^the''onset o u r ^ w ^ force has never been in pSce with the work-amount.
. We have been relatively weak both in  terms of numbers and organisational 

skills .Jo ignore the latter trill display a subjective assessment of our= 
selves.It will mean a stubborn reluctance to accept self-criticism.lt will 
swell a sign of immaturity and will even show lack of constructive analy= 
sis of our cause.Our cause calls for strategic and tactical approach borne 

of honesty with ourselves.

Our financial link has been remarkably disturbing.Our programme has been •. 
disastrously(though not e n t i r e l y )hampered by l«ck of •
u n d e rt a k in g s .However this cannot in  anyaway be used to explain away other

inherent weaknesses.

Our' support from the community cannot be doubted(i.<e. compared to the p 
and conditions our attempts have been undergoing).Ee believe s&dlythat tae 
nature of our attempts is  quite unique and of a high profileshearing in min 
mind the lengthy period within which our people have been subjected to 
high-handed intimidation.There has never been this l«vel of opposition to 
the undemocratic Institutions leading our community in- Huhudi*

3 '5he!™ ^  o f p i ^ P 7r Be i s a n a W « v e= e n t , i t e ^ c c « s M ^ W ^ t o n

attendance of our meetings lias always given incentive to concrcti-e the re

ality of Huca. *

t . T .PTTRT.TCTTY^Tho publicity we enjoy in  the commercial press( though^insuffi= 
cient)is cuite commendable.The community-based newsletters e .g .^p U ,SP - ~ Lfl

• etc?have SSwJ iTunwaverlng support to the plight of the residents^? Hu= 
hudi.Their unfailing coverage and exposition of conditions as 
tv .< r rv'-nprk Their literally insistent attitude to-know nore about the etr!. 
u g ^ e s  of our^ommunityT?nd all these and many others have made our work

more easier and enjoyable.

i p T ’ TP’C15 Ov HUYO)-Amongst our alms and objects a remarkable end has been
3 ‘ rAlfseli w ith th e ^oriftion of HUHUDI YOTfi ORa.NIS.?TION(HUYO) .Our youth 

-programseikimed at involving the yodlfc in  6ommunity struggiesjhas sucCBS
's fully got off the ground.Htfyo may not be a picture we had envisaged at th, 
moment,bijt it is  also not differet from that envisaged picture.

x T.v'F'kr.T.TSTC^TT OF TXSKERS' MOVE^lTT^Huc- although a first level organisa= 
tion has always identified other iltlds of our struggle.The successful int* 
roduction of trade unions in  our community is  one e«-^ple.Thi »- «- 
the conviction that the condition of workers at ^he factories ^etermine 

\ their lifestyle in  the community. That our corkers'"virtual x(,-or.,nce*aao

\ lack of contact with trade unions deny thea a chance to realise the^r ctre.-



at our woi-kere' "virtual ignorance" and lack of contact with represents 
tive trade unions in our coiiiiunity is  one example.This r/as based on the «
conviction that the conditions of workers at the factoiies determine their 
lifestyle in the community.That our workers' "virtual ignorance"and lack 
of contact with trade uninos deny thex a chance to realise their strength 
both in  terns of short ana long term demands.With the introduction of Com= 
mercial Catering & Allied Workers Union of South Africa( Ccawusa)our people 
«ere undoudtedly convinced of our struggle for a genuine and authentic rep= 
resentation.With the establishment of the General & Allied Workers Union 
(Gawu)side by side with Ccawusa this conviction was further enhanced.The 
trade union moveiiient(with our limited knowledge and experience in  the field) 
nevertheless grows,both quantitatively and qu-litatively.

' ^ . P ARENTS' SUPPORT COMMITTEE
The inevitable but unfortunate school-boyctts at our local high school saw 
Huca emerging again with a solution that would have long term educative im= 
pact on our community.Euca brought together parents whose chidren were deta=.. 
ined to fight the detention problem and processes flowing out of that.The 
subject committee with its indefinite period of existence is nonetheless a 
symbol of unity Huca would like to see itself  identified with.

3. 5. DEFIANCE CAMPAIGN 
A subtle,informal but remarkable defiance campaign wae embarked upon by 
Euca since its inception last year .More than five houses were build and some 
renovated in  defiance to authoritative restrictions.In each and every meetly 
ng of Huca an emphatic note was always made to residents to violate such 
r e s t r i c t i o n s .Some were threatened with fines and court summonses,amongst 
which Huca directly intervened. Quote examples .As this campaign was not_ 
properly structured  from the onset our programme of action for the current 
year will amongst otker issues improve on the campaign.

x _fc.atttm a ttq n  TO THE UNITED DEMOCRATIC FRQFT(flDE) * ' -
The birth of the UDF drew a responsive attention of Euca.With the formation 
of UDF(Tvl) .Huca was amongst the first organisations to join. I ts( Huca; repr«= 
sentative outlook(as reflected in  its  constitution)was never doubted -even at 
national level.This affiliation servas as a measure of guarantee that our 
struggle is also a  struggle of other communities and that we are not a lone 

in  i t .

^ / t .TDECTIFYING THE ENEMY STRATEGIES
Side by side with the physical issues in  c.ur programme,we had indulged in an 
educational programme of teaching our people the origin of our set-backs. 
Institutions such as community councils were taught and accepted as undemo= 
cratic and unrepresentative.They were identified as strategies of the forces 
of opposition.Their serious limitations were revealed.This was a great succ=

ess.

fr*?^nB~PDELlCITY^fn a very fww situations our reaction to certain issues has 
*been a bit disturbing.As we have pointed out in  the introduction our reac= 
tionary attitude may lead to us losing track of our ultimate objective.In. 
the subject situations we started as pace-setters but ended giving the 
a u t h o r !  ties (against whom we are contending), the latitude to set pace for us. 
Quote exam ples.Besides this few unfortunate incidents strategic and tactical 

approach has been displayed*

h.P-TNTT-qNAT, WEAKNESSESV-There has been a gross negligence on the question of 
delegation of duties.Our approach on the matter has been assumed as 
right on the initial.With instant results on J&6S. few issues,the question of 
specific field of work to specific people as a matter of procedure was 
ually ignored in the process.Quote examples.We need a strategy when drawing 

our programme of action.

L .S .GRASSHOOT SUPPORT. . .3



fi.'t-RR&SSSQOT SUPPORT 4This has largely been gai’.ged in  the form of mnec
house to house zeettns hoe always has provesd i f f .  

icult to execute due to Irregular and sonetioeB impromptuous outgoings.
The aoet distinctive support is  undoubtedly youth-based.This support?, 
n ecessary d e v el opm ent anyway) ,obcures our contact.with the grassroot.B. 
strive to quench the expectations of the youth,and this results in our 
tento beine fa6t lor the grassroot.Our formal aembership barometer is boo= 
ever inconsistent with the support we enjoy from the cross-section of the 
community.The card-carrying membership is lesser compared the real su
pport as reflected by.the improving numbers of meeting attendants.

^"fhe^flaws^within our organisations and methods of organisation will de*i= 
nitely have^td be minimised.Our area of strength should be enhanced and 
Sore work should be done.In broadening our knowledge on organisation and 
nanagemant thereof we need to constantly read,organise workshops discuss 
analyse and constructively criticise ourselves and colUagues*Se need
to read situations beyond our boudarxes.We need to selflessly discuss 
l i J . it  hivi learnt in order to build up the iaage of our organisations. 
y ^ S M d  “  b e a J S  mind that ours is s Ions hard struggle.on which our 
methods must have positive long-term effects. •
I n  conclusion I ’ d suggest we form more sub-structures be£*U6® *  Relieve 
then tft be the most viable st.ategy that can make easier ^ d e l e g a t i o n  
of duties,the execution of tasks and finally the true assessment of our 

strength in the community.
.'J1A.KDLA .
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HUHUDI YOUTH ORGANISATION (HUYO)

MONTHLY PASS - IS CRYING WITCHCRAFT?

1 .

2 .

5.

6

ARE OUR PARENTS AT FAULT FOR HAVING CHILDREN OF 
EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE?
THFY PAY FOR BOOKS AT SCHOOL, THEY BUY FOOD, CLOTHES 
l u l l  PAY RENT, WHERE WILL THE MONEY FOR MONTHLY PASS
COME FROM?
COMMUNITY COUNCIL, PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY YOU AND YOUR 
BOERS ARE DIGGING A HOLE FOR OUR PARENTS.
BY CAUSING THEM TO PAY MONTHLY PASS, IS TO MAKE 
RETROGRESS IN THEIR LIFE STYLE.
OUR PARENTS WORK HARD FOR THE BOERS, AND ARE NOT PAID.
it-p want TO STATE THAT YOU ARE DIGGING HOLES FOR US,
FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF YOUR BOERS TO REMOVE US TO
PUDUMONG.
WE DO NOT KNOW WHAT IS BEING ^ g g DTY|ARLYT Y E T ^
f o r  t h e t o w n s h i p . RENT is b e i n g  r a i s e d  y e a r  , 
t h e  s t a n d a r d  in h u h u d i  is so l o w  d a i l y .
TO CAUSE US TO PAY HIGH RENT AND MONTHLY PASS IS 
PUBLIC THEFT.
IT IS HIGHLY OFFENSIVE, THE MAIN AIM BEING TO BREAK 
OUR HOMES AND FORCE US TO PUDUMONG.
WE WANT YOU TO TAKE THESE MESSAGES TO THOSE YOU WORK 
FOR (EMPLOYERS) :

(A) WE DO NOT WANT MONTHLY PASS;
(B) THE RENT SHOULD NOT BE INCREASED 

BEFORE OUR PARENTS ARE PERMITTED 
TO BUILT;

(C) THOSE EMPLOYING YOU SHOULD NOTE 
THE PETITION ABOUT MONTHLY PASS.

NOTICE TO PARENTS:
' AaV YOUR CO-OPERATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE PETITION 
OF 1 000 SIGNATURES (1 000 SIGNATURE CAMPAIGN) AGAINST 
MONTHLY PASS^ . WE HAVE NO POWER WITHOUT YOU.

WE THANK YOU.

10

ISSUED BY THE INFORMATION COMMITTEE OF HUYO.



TTTTTTITTiT Vr.iJTH ORGAK I SATI Ojj.

MONTHLY-PASS —  A SELO KE BOTUEI?

1. A BATSADI BA R01IA BA PrICSO GONTiA LE RiHA BA NGV/AGA TSE

SO.'IEROLEDI (18) .  . . ' . .
2. BA DOHA LI BUKA KO SEKOLONG.BA REKA DI JO, DIAPARO, BA DU^iA RENTE'

MADI A MAKTLE-PaSE' A TLA TSV/A KAE? 

l t COKrIUlTITY COUNCIL TLHALOSANG GORE GORENG GAlllOGO LE .1ABURU A

LONA LO'EPELA Bi.GOLO BA RONA LEHGOPE? . 

k. GO BA DUEDISA DIMANTLE-PASE KE GO DIA LE EU3ETSA MORAGO KA04O A •

■" BOKa, A BOT.5HELO. - ■ ' !

5. -BATSADI BA RONA BA DIRELE M-EURU KA BOTIL.TA Gil BA AMOGELE.

* GOREKG LO SA BUE LE MABURU A BONE A BA DUELE PELE LO. BUA KA. •

MaNTLE-PASE. * ;/ A,'- .

6 .' RE BATLA GO TLEALOSA GORE MANGOPE OTLEE A LO RE A EPELANG.KE 

MAIKAELELO A MABURU A LONA GO RE ISA PUDUMONG..

7.  GA RE TLHALOGANYE GORE MADI A RENTE ’ONE A DIRA EivG MOTSEHG.RENTE E 

TLR..TLHOGA NGVJAGA LE NGWAGA MHE MAEMO A EUHUDI A TLASE TS1ESI LE

** LETSS3TSI. .

8. GO RE DUEDISA DIRENTE TSE DI KO GODIMO LE MANTLE-PASS,KE BOGODO J'Hk

. PriATLHALlTSA. R ^
9. KE GO KGOEGONTSA GA. HAE-IO A NTLEA.MME RTLEAKGOLO KE GO RE x^uBELA

M..LAPA LE GO RE KGOROiIELETSA PUDUMONG. • V

1 0 .RE BATLA LO ISA MOLAETSA 0 US KWA GO BA BA LO HIRILENG;

(a) GA RE BATLE iLVATLE-gASE. /

(b) RENTE E SE KA YA TLHATLOGA LO ISE LO LETLELELE LATSADI GO &GA

( c) B\ LO EIRILENG BA SKEBELELE PETITION KGATLAN0H2 LE

IiAHTLE-PASE.

KETSISO:-GO BATSADI;) RE KOPA TIRIS-vHOMnOGO YA LONA MO PETITIONING YA 

DITSEAENO DI LE SEKETE (1 ©60/SIGNATURE C A iiP -iIG N ) ,KGATLANONG 

LE MANTLE-PASE.GA RENA TEATA KV7ANTLE GA LONA. v

' . RE A _LEBOGA.

E NTSRITSV/E IC.X4. II;FORilATION COi-L iI T T E jl YA HUYO.



HUEUDI fOUTH ORGANISATION (FJ.YOj 

MONTELY-PASS —  A SELO KE EOTUBI?
1. A BATSADI RONA BA PHOSO GONNA LE BAHA BA NGWAGA TSE 

SO.IEROBEDI (18).
2. BA . DUELA DIBUKA KO SEKOLONG,BA REKA DIJO,DIAPARO,BA DUELA RENTE 

KADI A 1LMITLE-P:.SE A TLA TSV/A KAE?
5. COMiiUIHTY COUNCIL -LHALOSANG GORE GORENG GAILIOGO LE .iAEURU A

l o n a l o e p e l a b ^go l o ba r c n a l e n g o p e ?
4. GO BA DUEDISA DIMANTLE-PASE KE GO DIA LE DU SETS A MORAGO MAEMO A 

BOKA A BOTSIIELO.
5« BATSADI BA ROIIA BA DIRELS MABURU KA BOTIL^TA Gjv BA AMOGELE,

GORENG LO SA BUE LE MAEUHU A BONE A BA DUELE PELE LO BUA KA 
KaFTLE-PASE.

6. RE BATLA GO TLHALOSA GORE MANGOPE OTLHE A LO RE A EPELANG,KE 
MAIICAELELO A MABURU A. LONA GO RE ISA PUDUMONG. ,

7. GA RE TLEALOGANYE GORE MADI A RENTE ONE A DIR'i. El*G HOTSEKG.REffTE E 
TLK-.TLHOGA NGV.'AGA LE NGWAGA MHE MAE-10 A EUHUDI A TLASE TSESI LE

* LETSS1CSI. . . *
d. GO RE DUEDISA DIREIITE TSE DI KO GODIMO LE MANTLE-PASE, KE BOGODU JWA

PEATLHAL'.TSA. # . v . ..... - — - • —  -- - *

9, KE GO KGOIIGONTSA GA MAEiO A NTLKA.MME .NTLEAKGOLC KE GO EE TEUBELA
K..LAPA LE GO RE K50R011ELSTSA PUDUMONG. _ . '

10.RE BATLA LO ISA MOTETS.I 0 !S3 KV7A GO BA BA LO BIRILENG;
(a) GA RE BATLE iLv^LE-fASL.
(b) RENTE E SE KA YA TL5ATL0GA LO ISE LO LETLELELE AAu'SADI GO iiGA
(c) BA Bk LO HIRILENG BA SKEBELELE PETITION KGATLANONG LE 

JLaTTLE-PASE. •
KETSISO:-GO BATSADI;-) RE KOPA TIRIS-iKOMriOGO YA LOKA MO PETITIONING Y>-

DITSEAENO DI LE SEKETE (1 060}SIGN.*TURE CAitP^IGS) ,KGATLANONG 
LE MANILE-PASE.GA RENA TIIATA KY/ANTLE GA LONA.

’ RE A LEBOGA.

.E  NTSIIITSV7E K E ; INFORMATION COMMITTEE YA HUYO.

SaSlUUIvVaS



HUEUDI fOUTH CRaVl?ISATI_0jl_-O5DLQl 

MONTELY-PASS —  A SELO KE BOTUBI?

1. A BATSADI ROHA BA PHOSO GONLA LE B;*.KA BA NG^AGA TSE 

SO.IEROBEDI (18) .

2. BA . DUZLA DIBUKA KO SEKOLONG,BA REIIA DIJO,DIAPARO,BA DUELA RENTE 

KADI A ItMTTLE-P'.SE A TLA TSv/A KAE?

3. COMi-nilllTY COUNCIL -JLHALOSANG GORE GO REN G GAM: 10 GO LE iiABUKU A 

LONA LO EPELA L.GOLO BA RORA LENGOPE?

It. GO BA DUEDISA DIMANTLE-PASE EE GO DIA LE CU3ETSil KORAGO KAEMO A _

BONA A BOT.5HELO.

5. BATSADI BA RONA BA DIRTLX M..BURU KA BOTIL.TA Oil BA AMOGELE.

GORENG LO SA BUE LE MAEURU A BONE A BA DUELE PELE LO BUA KA

KaNTLE-PASE. "  7 "  "

6. RE BA TLA GO TLrlALOSA GORE MANGOPE OTLHE A LO RE A EPLLANG,KE 

. MAIXAELELO A MABDRO A LONA GO RE ISA PUDUMONG.

7. GA RE TLHALOGANYE GORE MADI A RENTE ONE A DIRA El*G MOxSENG.RENTE E 

TLIL-TLHOGA IiGV.’AGA LE NGWAGA MHE MAEMO A HUHUDI A 'XLASE TSSESI LE

‘ LETSUTSI.

ft. -GO RE DUEDISA DIRENTE TSE DI KC GODIMO LE MANTLE-PASS,KE BOGODU JWA

PEATLHAL'.TSA. . ■-

9, KE GO KGOICGONTSA GA HAE.IO A NTLKA.MME .NTLEAKGOLC KE CB RE TITUBELA

M_JjAPA LE GO RE K30R011EL3TSA PUDUMONG. _ _  ; .

10. RE BA TLA LO ISA MOLAETS* 0 CT KWA GO BA BA LO HIRlLENGj

(a) GA RE BATLE iiilTLE-fASL.

(b) RENTE E SE KA YA TLSATLOGA LO ISE LO LETLELELE 1ATSADI GO iiGA.

(c) BA RA LO IHRILENG BA SKEBELELE PETITION KGATLAN0N3 LE 

liAi; TLE-PA SE • •

KETSISO: -GO BATSJ-Dl;■) RE KOPA TIRIS-JTOMnOGO YA LOKA MO PETITIONING YA

DITSE-iENO DI LE SilKETE (1 060 )iIGN.,TURE _CAIaP-̂ IGN) ,XGATLANONG 

LE MANTLE-PASS. GA RENA TILATA KWANTLE GA LONA.

’ RE A LEBOGA.

E NTSIilTSW E K E ; INFORMATION C O M ilT T E E  YA HUYO.

OaSlUUKVHD
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